The Impact of a Continuous Replenishment Program on Business Success

MRO Inventory Solution

High Performance Delivered
Keys to the Discussion

- Our Detailed Understanding of MRO Inventory
- Challenge of MRO inventory that impact your bottom line:
  - Cost
  - Inventory Turns Ratio
  - Strategic Management Initiatives
- Global One Logistics solution to these challenges
The Impact of a Continuous Replenishment Program on Business Success
Cost Associated with MRO Inventory Can Be Considerable

Recent Studies Show On-Hand Value Can be Equal to 50% of Total Annual MRO Material Expenses

What could you do with fifty cents of every dollar you spent on MRO this year.

- Make Improvements
- Hire a Technician
- Investments

*With the Global One Solution consumption is the cost driver, not storage and anticipation.*
On Average MRO Inventory Turns One Time Annually

Imagine your cash flow at 12 turns annually
51% of the average MRO organizations inventory has been inactive for the previous year.
MRO Inventory Breaks Down Into Four Types
Each Requiring Different Management Strategies

High Demand.
Usually consumables, ware and tare items, PPE, Cleaning Supplies

Critical Spares
System Critical with considerations for mean time between failure, availability and cost. Usually inactive

Low Demand
Usually not critical items with infrequent demand

Inactive
Non-critical items

We Help Optimize Your Strategy
Save Money, Time and Space with a Vendor Managed MRO Inventory Strategy

With a continuous flow of information and materials, our system automatically adjust to achieve optimum results.
How We Start the Continuous Replenishment Cycle

1. Inventory Analysis
2. Customer Data exchange
3. Initial Inventory levels set
4. Launch Continuous Replenishment Cycle
Let’s Begin By Reviewing Your Inventory Needs

Key Determinations:

- Product organization to identify opportunities for improvement
- Evaluate product categories maintained in inventory
- Identify inventory types and ways to improve replenishment processes
- Identify critical spares and ways to reduce cash investment
- Review the usage of slow movers and inactive that can gain you valuable space.
Let’s Move Forward Towards a Successful Solution!

- **Partnership**
  - We will partner with your key personnel to maximize the full benefits of Global One’s solutions

- **Next Steps**
  - Let’s take the next steps together to reveal the benefits of Global One’s comprehensive Continuous Replenishment Program
Teaming
For
Success.

Contact Us
757-561-2619
andrew@global11logistics.com